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With M365 customer has  an 

infrastructure, applications, 

security and global reach under 

one roof.”

• Safeguard and manage identity 

• Detect and respond to identity 

based threats

• Protect against password attack

With M365 security solutions, 

customers are more aware of 

potential  threats …. 

• Manage cloud application usage

• Protect against data leakage 

• Protect against data maleware

and phishing attacks

M365 security solutions helps 

customers address advanced 

malware threats

• Prevent attacks before they 

happen

• Monitor and mange threats

• Respond and analyze

Identity Protection: Information Protection Proactive Attack Protection and Detection

fabbricadigitale offers all-round protection for the M365 
suite, taking over the management of security and 
protection. In particular, our services focus on formulating a 
hypothesis of adoption of a security posture adapted to the 
client's needs.

The intervention of fabbricadigitale is divided into a series 
of actions:

1. Early Protection

2. Mid Term Protection

3. On Going Protection

Modern Collaboration – Modern Security
Cyber security has changed dramatically in recent years and

it is necessary to consider 3 safety-related concepts:

1. Identity Protection

2. Information Protection

3. Proactive Attack Protection and Detection



Modern Collaboration – Modern Security Offers:

fabbricadigitale offers all-round protection for the M365 suite, taking over the management of security and 

protection. In particular, our services focus on formulating a hypothesis of adoption of a security posture 

adapted to the client's needs. The intervention of fabbricadigitale is divided into a series of actions:

1. Early Protection: in which fabbricadigitale performed an assessment of the client's infrastructure with 

revision of the dashboards, alerts and auditing databases

2. MidTerm Protection largely dependent on the suggestions expressed in the previous phase and aimed at

accompanying the customer in protecting his data and identity

3. On going Protection which includes:

a. at least monthly advisory on the main threats in progress and cyber security innovations

b. an alert, dashboard, audit, patching, etc. check together with the main tools available (Microsoft 

Defender, Identity Protection, Cloud App Security, etc.)

c. the adoption of further configurations and policies that in the meantime should be deemed

necessary
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Founded in 2000 with the purpose to realize an ICT company far away from the traditional technological poles, the brand 

fabbricadigitale is composed of two words: “fabbrica” It means the strong inclination to industrialize the productive process 

of software and technological platforms. “digitale” It is the core, it is exactly what makes us flexible and nimble.

Growth and evolution allow us to design and realize products for the Digital Workplace, thanks to that fabbricadigitale is 

now a referral technological partner for ICT and TelCos, representing the technological innovation in projects and solutions.

Why fabbricadigitale?

http://www.fabbricadigitale.com/

